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Abstract

Ten years ago it was widely expected that the genetic basis of common disease would be resolved 

by genome-wide association studies (GWAS), large-scale studies in which the entire genome is 

covered by genetic markers. However, the bulk of heritable variance remains unexplained. The 

authors consider several alternative research strategies. For instance, whereas it has been 

hypothesized that a common disease is associated primarily with common genetic variants, it is 

now plausible that multiple rare variants each have a potent effect on disease risk and that they 

could accumulate to become a substantial component of common disease risk. This idea has 

become more appealing since the discovery that copy number variants (CNVs) are a substantial 

source of human mutations and are associated with multiple common diseases. CNVs are 

structural genomic variants consisting of microinsertions, microdeletions, and transpositions in the 

human genome. It has been argued that numerous rare CNVs are plausible causes of a substantial 

proportion of common disease, and rare CNVs have been found to be potent risk factors in 

schizophrenia and autism. Another approach is to “parse the genome,” i.e., reanalyze subsets of 

current GWAS data, since the noise inherent in genome-wide approaches may be hiding valid 

associations. Lastly, technological advances and declining costs may allow large-scale genome-

wide sequencing that would comprehensively identify all genetic variants. Study groups even 

larger than the 10,000 subjects in current meta-analyses would be required, but the outcomes may 

lead to resolution of our current dilemma in common diseases: Where is the missing heritability?

Twin and adoption studies during the 20th century firmly established a genetic basis for the 

major mental illnesses and numerous other common diseases. Heritability based on twin 

studies appeared to account for at least 60% of disease risk for bipolar disorder and 

schizophrenia (heritability is variance in illness in the population due to additive genetic 

causes). Ten years ago it was widely expected that the genetic basis of common disease 

would be resolved by genome-wide association studies (GWAS), large-scale studies in 

which the entire genome is covered by genetic markers. As it evolved, the GWAS strategy 

became identified with the “common disease, common variant” hypothesis of common 

disease, a conjecture that has since been found to be valid only to a limited extent. Many of 

the alternative strategies can be grouped into the rubric of the “common disease, multiple 

rare variant” hypothesis, which has become more attractive after the relatively sparse 

findings of GWAS-based associations, particularly in bipolar disorder and schizophrenia, as 
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discussed in the following. Meta-analysis of GWAS data from many thousands of 

schizophrenia and bipolar disorder patients and comparison subjects has revealed a few 

weak-effect associations, which account for only a small part of the genetic risk (1-3). 

(Effect strength is measured as the odds ratio of an allele or genotype frequency in patients 

relative to comparison subjects.) An additional but still modest proportion of disease 

variance appears to be accounted for in the same GWAS studies by polygenic inheritance 

(4). In polygenic inheritance, there are a large number of markers that, collectively, account 

for risk of disease, but the risk of each one is so small it cannot be detected independently. 

Apart from these findings, previous associations based on candidate genes have not been 

replicated in these very large-scale GWAS analyses. The bulk of heritable variance remains 

unaccounted for. The problem of sparse results after very large-scale studies applies 

generally to the genetics of common diseases in the era of GWAS, and not only to 

neuropsychiatric diseases. We do not consider here whether there are special aspects of the 

psychiatric disorders that would make them less amenable to genetic analysis, because they 

do not appear to be less amenable. Despite the importance of progress so far, the “missing 

heritability” problem has attracted attention in the media (5, 6) and among scientists in the 

field; there is a sense of disappointment in the air. There have been several illuminating 

reviews of this topic (1-3, 7, 8). What could cause current GWAS methods to fail in 

detection of true associations for heritable common diseases? What alternative research 

strategies might we consider?

Questioning the “Common Disease, Common Variant” Hypothesis

On the basis of the infrequent human DNA mutation rate (10–8 per DNA base pair per 

generation) and the relatively short evolutionary history of the human population expansion 

from approximately 10,000 to billions of individuals, it was reasonable to conclude that the 

genetic architecture of common disease in humans would generally be only one predominant 

and common disease allele (gene variant) for each causative gene in a common disease prior 

to the population expansion. Because the expansion was so rapid, it would remain the 

predominant allele afterward (9). These alleles could be detected by genotyping markers 

that, if they were chosen to effectively tag the nearby common genetic variants, would 

“cover” the entire human genome. All GWAS chips so far developed have predominantly 

common genetic variants, based on “common disease, common variant” as a working 

hypothesis. There are hundreds of successes of this strategy in common disease, and they 

have had a major impact on understanding the role of specific genes in many diseases (10) 

and on drug development. But generally these associations do not explain the bulk of 

common disease inheritance, and most of them have limited value in a clinical context.

Other Hypotheses

An alternative and plausible hypothesis (11) is that multiple rare variants each have a potent 

effect on the risk of a disease and that these effects accumulate to make the disease common

—the “common disease, multiple rare variants” hypothesis. This would include hypotheses 

of extreme heterogeneity of causative variants in a single gene. However, the statistical 

power of current GWAS chips to detect association with rare single-nucleotide 

polymorphism (SNP) variants is significantly constrained by having predominantly common 
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alleles (only about 12% of usable SNPs in the most commonly used GWAS system would 

detect infrequent alleles, that is, with a frequency less than 1%). Markers with frequencies 

similar to those of the presumed causative variants, and very large study groups, would be 

required to reliably detect associations with rare SNPs. Other genetic hypotheses, such as 

two-hit hypotheses, are plausible and have yet to be tested (12). The most tantalizing two-hit 

hypothesis is that there is gene-gene interaction of common SNPs, such that association is 

not detected by testing SNPs or genes one at a time. The challenge in performing an analysis 

of this hypothesis on a genome-wide basis is that there are 23,000 genes, each with multiple 

SNPs, that can interact with each other. The statistical analysis of such data and the large 

study groups that would be required to have enough power to detect association in such an 

analysis have so far deterred genome-wide exploration of association with gene-gene 

interactions. Hypotheses on specific gene-gene interactions, of course, can be tested.

Possible Error

Another possibility for the missing heritability is that the heritability estimates may not be 

accurate. True heritable variance may be smaller than observed in twin studies, and true 

variance of known associations may be higher (1). Manolio et al. considered this possibility 

(2) but noted that heritability estimates from pedigree studies in animals agree well with 

heritability estimated from response to artificial selection, and in humans heritability of 

height estimated from genetic marker sharing by siblings agrees well with traditional 

heritability estimates, suggesting that estimates from family studies are not necessarily 

inflated.

CNV s as Rare Variants With Strong Effects on Disease Risk

The hypothesis of a common disease with multiple rare variants has become more appealing 

since the discovery that copy number variants (CNVs) are a substantial source of human 

mutations (13, 14) and are associated with multiple common diseases. Several of the 

associations were discovered by reanalysis of GWAS data for the intensity of light signals in 

chromosomal regions (since all GWAS chips generate such signals for SNP detection). This 

is a remarkable and fortunate serendipity, because so many more individuals were studied by 

GWAS chips than by analogous chips designed to capture CNVs. CNVs are structural 

genomic variants, stretches of DNA several hundred to several million base pairs in size, 

consisting of microinsertions, microdeletions, and transpositions in the human genome. 

CNVs generally occur only in certain specific segments of the genome. Rare CNVs have 

been found to be potent causes of schizophrenia (15-17). Several of the rare CNVs 

associated with schizophrenia are also associated with autism (17). Also, in several mental 

and neuropsychiatric disorders, including schizophrenia, autism, and possibly bipolar 

disorder, there is a net increase of very rare CNVs throughout the genome. It has been 

argued that a large number of rare CNVs are plausible causes of a substantial proportion of 

common disease for several reasons. First, the mutation rate for generation of new CNVs 

ranges from 100 to 10,000 times the rate of nucleotide substitutions (DNA base-pair 

changes) in the human genome (8). Second, all of the currently detected associations of 

recurrent rare CNVs with schizophrenia and autism have high odds ratios. As Vassos et al. 

have stated (18), these “represent genetic variants that bridge the gap between highly 
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penetrant mutations in Mendelian, single-gene diseases and the common low-risk genetic 

variants typically associated with complex genetic disorders.” Third, the rare CNV 

associations discovered so far have been found by reanalysis of GWAS marker data and by 

DNA hybridization with genome-wide tiling arrays, which have yielded acceptable evidence 

only for fairly large CNVs (more than 100,000 DNA base pairs in length). It has recently 

been shown that such large CNVs constitute only about 5% of all CNVs, so it is reasonable 

to expect that more associations will be discovered as more sensitive CNV detection 

methods develop (19).

Parsing the Genome

The noise inherent in genome-wide approaches may be hiding valid associations in currently 

feasible numbers of subjects. GWAS analyses based on subsets may be more fortunate, 

despite the introduction by such analyses of multiple-testing issues. Subset analyses of 

GWAS data could be based on functional characterization of specific SNPs, such as their 

effects on gene expression (20) or DNA methylation, evolutionarily conserved regions of the 

genome, and pathway analyses that yield groups of genes with functional interactions. One 

appealing strategy based on linkage data (2) is up-weighting variants according to regional 

linkage scores in pedigrees; this could be done on a pedigree-by-pedigree basis.

Beyond GWAS

Technological advances in GWAS can be expected; one can envisage GWAS chips with 

many millions of SNP markers, which would encompass a large proportion of known rare 

alleles, although necessarily would miss “private” mutations. Even larger study groups than 

the approximately 10,000 case and comparison groups in current meta-analyses could be 

tested. Undoubtedly, these strategies would detect some additional associations, but they 

have pronounced statistical limits for rare variants (1). An additional factor is the rapid and 

exponential decline in sequencing costs since the first human genome sequences appeared. 

Sequencing of several thousand individuals in a single project can be expected to be 

financially feasible within the next few years. Sequence data would enable detection of all 

structural variants (CNVs) and all SNP variants. There are, of course, numerous challenges 

in generating these enormous quantities of data, in managing them, and in statistical 

analyses of association. Nonetheless, these are not impossible with existing analytic 

approaches. Next-generation sequencing appears to be the next step in disease association 

analysis and would at least inform us if the missing heritability is due to missed genetic 

associations.
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